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Preface

IACSA 2014
Welcome to our fourth annual Summer Academy!
You are joined by more than 70 professionals this year to embark on a journey of
uncovering path-breaking ideas with lasting impact on theory and practice.
Your fellow classmates come from far and wide, from Australia to Lebanon, from
Norway to China, of diverse vocational backgrounds, professions, and skills.
The Summer Academy is known for its quality and breadth, its interdisciplinary
character, and outstanding faculty. Every year, students examine the cross-cutting
nature of corruption, broaden their understanding of the social ramifications
surrounding it, and take home lessons for the future.
Over the past three years, the Summer Academy has empowered over 200
professionals from around the world to better tackle corruption. Their experiences
are a telling tale of how what they learned here and the connections they made
have helped them make a difference.
I hope you will enjoy the programme we have put together for you this year and
encourage you to actively participate to enhance your experience.
Wishing you an inspiring journey,

Martin Kreutner
(Dean & Executive Secretary)
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Introduction
The IACA Summer Academy, “Practice meets Science”, is the fourth in a series.
It is an intensive ten-day programme designed for professionals looking to
consolidate their experiences and enlarge their competences to better counter
corruption.
Interdisciplinary in nature, the Summer Academy addresses trends and practices
on the global anticorruption agenda, promoting a culture of the reflective
practitioner. Participants have the opportunity to learn from visiting professors
and anti-corruption practitioners who lead in their field, as well as from their
peers of diverse cultural and professional backgrounds.
The programme has been developed to enhance professionals’ understanding of
the complexity of corruption, while at the same time providing them with tools
to evaluate anti-corruption practices, policies, and initiatives.
By integrating theory and practice, the Summer Academy allows participants to
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better asses and identify best practices for preventing and fighting corruption, and
offers frameworks for devising durable anti-corruption strategies.
The Summer Academy comprises a combination of courses, work group sessions,
round table discussions, and social events. In continually seeking to enhance
the programme, courses and roundtable discussions in new areas of interest are
developed annually.
A key element of the programme is networking and shared learning among the
international group of participants who attend each year. This year, 72 participants
from 50 different countries are taking part. They come from the public and private
sector, civil society, academia, and the media.
The Summer Academy is sponsored by the Siemens Integrity Initiative, allowing
for subsidized fees for all participants and full scholarships for those from Least
Developed Countries.
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ALAN DOIG

DANIEL HAEBERLÉ

Alan Doig is a Senior Coordinator for Programmes and Activities at IACA and
Visiting Professor at Newcastle Business School, Northumbria University. He was
the Council of Europe’s Resident Advisor in Turkey on a prevention of corruption
project and the UNODC UNCAC mentor to Thailand. Until 2008, he was Professor
of Public Services Management at Liverpool Business School and then at Teesside
Business School, where he devised and developed the first UK MA in Fraud
Management and led consultancies in a number of countries.

Daniel Haeberlé is an independent professional consultant, researcher, and
facilitator with 20 years’ experience on three continents working for supranational
institutions, global corporations, and multinational NGOs.

He has published extensively on fraud, corruption, anti-corruption agencies, and
public ethics; his latest book is Fraud: the Counter Fraud Practitioner’s Handbook
(Gower, 2012). Alan Doig is the chair and facilitator of the Summer Academy.
The Summer Academy 2014 Syllabus
The Summer Academy syllabus is devised to introduce participants to the
core issues and themes that IACA considers central to an understanding
of the causes and consequences of corruption. It is also intended to provide
participants with an awareness of its persistence and the continuing efforts
necessary to address it.

His work seeks to enhance capacities for understanding and collaboration in areas
where difference poses problems. He does this by generating transformative
learning, a kind of learning that affects identity and that can therefore produce
sustainable change in individuals, organizations, and communities.
As a founding partner and co-director of a consultancy in Brussels that has won
a number of large EU contracts, he has spent much of the last 10 years designing
and delivering innovative consultancy and training programmes for the European
Commission, the European Council, the European Parliament, the European
School of Administration, and many European agencies.
This work has supported the successful integration of over 14,000 new and
expatriate civil servants into the EU institutions’ complex multicultural work
environments, both in Europe and around the world.
Meeting Each Other – as “Practice meets Science”

The Academy has drawn together and presents an exceptional range of speakers,
reflecting academic, policy, and practitioner perspectives and using a range of
delivery methods from lectures, through informal roundtables to hands-on group
work. The context for the Summer Academy 2014 is set through participants’
own experiences, and why they want to attend, as well as through team-building
and other approaches.
The work continues with the breadth of understanding that Michael Johnston
brings to corruption and corruption typologies before moving into a range of
perspectives and topics, from parliaments to procurement, corruption in sport
and the extractive industries, to an understanding of motives and responses.

Taking place on the first day of the programme, this workshop’s overall objective
is to help participants make the most of the many opportunities provided by the
Summer Academy.
Daniel Haeberlé will employ various experiential activities to allow all participants
to arrive gently and fully into the programme and get to know each other better.
The workshop also aims to enhance each participant’s capacity for mutual
understanding and collaboration, by focusing on the development of relational
self-awareness – awareness of how we are involved in manufacturing the ‘other’
that we relate to and sometimes react to.

The programme continues with perspectives relating to addressing corruption,
from investigations to compliance before concluding with an understanding of
two key themes: why corruption continues to be an issue to what the future
holds.
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MICHAEL JOHNSTON

NASER AL SANE

Michael Johnston (Ph.D. Yale University, 1977) is the Charles A. Dana Professor
of Political Science at Colgate University. His most recent book, Corruption,
Contention, Reform: The Power of Deep Democratization (Cambridge University
Press, 2013), deals with the need to build social and political foundations for
reform in contrasting societies.

Naser Al Sane has been a member of the Global Organization of Parliamentarians
against Corruption (GOPAC) since 2002 and was Chair from 2008 to 2013. He is also
the Vice-Chairman of the International Forum for Islamic Politics, the Chairman of
Synergy Corporation Consultancy Company, and an Assistant Professor of Business
at the Kuwait College for Business. Formerly, Naser Al Sane was a member of the
Kuwaiti Parliament.

His book, Syndromes of Corruption: Wealth, Power, and Democracy (Cambridge
University Press, 2005), won the 2009 Grawemeyer Award for Ideas Improving
World Order, presented by the University of Louisville. Michael Johnston served
as a consultant to several international organizations and has been involved in
long-term reform efforts in the Philippines since 2009.
Controlling Corruption: Analysis, Action, and Assessment
The lecture will focus on four concerns: how corruption varies in contrasting
societies and settings, the different kinds of reform measures that are – and
are not – appropriate for each, building social and political support for those
reforms, and measuring and assessing the effects of our efforts.
Understanding and analyzing four major syndromes of corruption – Official
Moguls, Oligarchs and Clans, Elite Cartels, and Influence Markets – will be a
continuing theme, and through lecture/discussion sessions and small-group
projects these ideas will be applied to cases around the world.
The emphasis will not be on “best practices” or enumerating promising
corruption controls in isolation, but rather on long-term strategies for changing
the ways power and wealth are used and exchanged, building institutions and
accountability, and seeking open political and economic systems. Some strategies
will be indirect and long-term, and there will be several discussions on what
reformers should not do, at least for a time.
Special emphasis will be given to the corruption problems of affluent market
democracies, which often have global implications. Throughout the lectures, the
group will rely extensively on the knowledge and experiences of all participants,
with the goal of learning from each other.
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During his tenure he chaired several parliamentary committees from the Public
Funds Protection Committee to the Foreign Affairs Committee. He decided not
to run in 2009 after serving his constituents for 17 years. He holds a BSc from
Kuwait University, a MBA from New Haven University and a Ph.D. in Organizational
Development from Aston University.
Engaging Parliamentarians in Eradicating Corruption and Promoting
Development and the Rule of Law
The global community recognizes that a commitment to fighting corruption is
essential to establishing the rule of law.
Engaging parliamentarians, those most accused of acts of corruption, is
necessary. The fact is that there are no required courses or training programmes
to become a parliamentarian. Newly elected MPs come from a variety of different
backgrounds and have diverse interpretations of how they will conduct their
three main functions – representation, oversight, and legislation.
Although they hold high profile professions, many legislators have neither a clear
idea of the ethical standards expected of them nor of their obligations as elected
officials. Generally, newly elected legislators are eager to learn and to have a
positive impact on their communities.
Through their oversight powers, legislators have an important role in the fight
against corruption and the promotion of good governance. Legislators are the
ones that can not only create and promote laws, but ensure that the rule of these
laws is enforced. The challenge lies in finding and supporting the champions in
parliament that will work to eradicate corruption.
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Lectures
MARTIN GILL

JOHANNES S. SCHNITZER

Martin Gill is a criminologist and the Director of Perpetuity Research, which
started life as a spin out company from the University of Leicester. He has been
actively involved in a range of studies relating to different aspects of business
crime such as the causes of false burglar alarms, why fraudsters steal, and the
generators of illicit markets and stolen goods, to name but a few. He has also
been extensively involved with evaluation research and with the offender’s
perspective.

Johannes S. Schnitzer is founder and managing director of SCHNITZER Rechtsanwalt,
a law firm based in Austria that specializes in public procurement. Prior to this, he
served as a foreign attorney in a leading American law firm in Washington, DC.

Martin Gill has published widely (13 books and over 100 articles) and is currently
working on the second edition of The Handbook of Security. Among others,
he is a Fellow of the Security Institute, a member of the Company of Security
Professionals (and a Freeman of the City of London), as well as a Trustee of the
ASIS Foundation. Martin Gill has received numerous recognitions, and in 2013
IFSEC placed him in the top 40 most influential fire and security experts in the
world.
Psychology of Dishonesty
Staff dishonesty is discussed in quite general terms, perhaps because it can
include a wide variety of behaviours and result from a number of ‘causes’ or
‘triggers’. Sometimes a distinction is made between low-level employees who
‘fiddle’ and those who steal large sums. In this lecture, Martin Gill will introduce
a wide range of explanations to explain the behaviour of both low-level and
high-level fraudsters.
He will also draw on his own research, which includes interviews with staff
dismissed from retailing for generally low-level offences, and those interviewed in
prison who stole at least 50,000 GBP from their employer. He will use offenders’
own words to highlight how motives for dishonesty are created, how offenders’
scripts are formulated, and the various techniques used to carry out offences and
avoid capture.
In a different way he will show how, to a large extent, organizations are
responsible for their own victimization. Indeed, understanding offenders’
perspectives enables a more insightful discussion of potential remedies and their
potential and drawbacks.
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He has several years of experience in the field of procurement law as well as in
compliance and risk management in respect to public procurement. For instance,
he assisted UNODC as custodian of the UNCAC, in drafting a guidebook on anticorruption in public procurement, and in the management of public finances. He
is the Vice Chair of the International Public Procurement Committee, Section of
Public Contract Law of the American Bar Association. Johannes Schnitzer is the
author of over 40 refereed papers and other publications in international journals
on public procurement.
Anti-Corruption in the Area of Public Procurement – Vulnerabilities,
Lessons Learned, and Best Practices
Various studies suggest that hundreds of billions of dollars are lost to corruption
in public procurement every year. It is not only the sheer volume involved in
public procurement that makes it so vulnerable to corruption, but in particular the
complexity of any tender procedure.
The two-part lectures will focus on all phases of the procurement process (i.e.
the pre-tender stage, the tender stage and the post-tender stage), map important
corruption risks that may arise during the tender process, and highlight the most
important features a system of public procurement must have to minimize those
corruption risks.
Lectures will also focus on Article 9 of the UNCAC, which requires States Parties
to ensure that their public procurement systems are based on transparency,
competition, and objective selection criteria. Presentations will demonstrate – with
numerous examples and group works – how these basic principles can be upheld
in practice.
Finally, further corruption-prevention strategies in public procurement, such as
exclusion and debarment from tender procedures, electronic procurement, and
collective actions, will be covered.
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Lectures
MICHAEL PEDERSEN

SMOKIN WANJALA

Michael Pedersen is an internationally recognized expert and leader in good
governance, transparency, ethics, and integrity. As Founder of M INC., he is a
Change Agent, an Integrity Coach, and a Street Volunteer. He works independently
to help develop standards of good governance in sport, while supporting projects
that evolve around sport, values, and social change.

Smokin Wanjala is a judge of the Supreme Court of Kenya and a member of
the Judicial Service Commission of Kenya. He was a senior lecturer in law at the
University of Nairobi (1986-2004) where he offered instruction in international
law, international human rights law, land law, and criminal law.

Michael Pedersen was the Head of the World Economic Forum Partnering Against
Corruption Initiative, an international good governance partnership with over 175
multinational companies and their CEOs. He holds three MSc degrees; an MSc in
Global Leadership, an MSc in Responsibility and Business Practice, and an MSc in
International Relations.
MISSION imPOSSIBLE

He served as Assistant Director of the now defunct Kenya Anti-Corruption
Commission (2004-2009) where he was in charge of the Directorate of Preventive
Services. During this period, he was Rapporteur of the Pan African Association of
Anti-Corruption Authorities.
Smokin Wanjala is a member of the Kenya National Academy of Sciences, the
International Commission of Jurists-Kenya Chapter, and the Kenya Magistrates
and Judges Association.

Michael Pedersen is going to facilitate a so-called work studio, titled “MISSION
imPOSSIBLE: Work Studio to Co-Create the Future Free of Corruption”. Building
on the unique mix of experience and expertise among the Summer Academy
participants in fighting corruption across countries and sectors, participants will
work together to develop new and innovative solutions to fighting corruption in
the work studio.

He holds a Bachelor of Laws Degree (LL.B Hons) from the University of Nairobi,
a Diploma in Law and Practice from the Kenya School of Law, a Master of Laws
Degree (LLM) from Columbia University, New York, and a Ph.D. in Law from the
University of Ghent, Belgium.

Beyond this enriching experience, participants in the work studio are going to walk
away with new perspectives on value-adding changes to potentially introduce in
their own contexts to create a more effective fight against corruption.

This is a two part lecture on the phenomenon of corruption in Africa. During the
first session, the discussion highlights the pervasive incidence of corruption on
the African continent. Various forms and arenas of corruption are highlighted
within a historical context.

The work studio methodology offers a highly engaging platform for intense
interaction among participants in the pursuit of new and innovative solutions to
a complex problem. In the work studio, comprised of two parts of 1.5 hours each,
participants are going to work in small groups. The groups are going to develop
solutions in parallel and through the lenses of a diverse range of stakeholder
perspectives.
Throughout the work studio, the so-called back-casting methodology is going to
be applied. This methodology is designed to encourage participants to think out
of the box, while utilizing the richness of their experience and expertise.
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Legal and Policy Responses to Corruption in Africa

The second is devoted to a discussion of the legal and policy responses to
corruption by African governments and the political elite in general. In focus
are the legislative, policy, and institutional interventions that have been put in
place so as to combat the scourge. The lecture winds up with a discussion of the
challenges of implementing the anti-corruption agenda on the continent.
This is an intensely interactive discussion in which participants are encouraged to
share their perspectives and insights.
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Lectures
SVEN BIERMANN

KLAUS MOOSMAYER

Sven Biermann is the Director of Anti-Corruption Projects at the HumboldtViadrina School of Governance in Berlin, Germany. Prior to this position, he
spent 10 years with the global consulting company Accenture, focusing on the
design and implementation of anti-corruption strategies, enterprise risk and
performance management, as well as compliance information and monitoring
systems for international companies.

Klaus Moosmayer has been the Chief Compliance Officer of Siemens and head
of the global Siemens Compliance Organization since January 2014. From July
2010 to January 2014, he served as the Chief Counsel Compliance of Siemens
and between 2007 and 2010 he was the Compliance Operating Officer of
Siemens.

Sven Biermann is the author of various publications in the area of anti-corruption,
financial compliance, and internal control automation, and a frequent speaker on
anti-corruption matters for the business sector.
He is actively involved in the international anti-corruption community, e.g. as
Advisor to the United Nations Global Compact 10th Principle Working Group on
Anti-corruption (2012/2013).
Motivating Business to Counter Corruption
The session will focus on an important approach to increase the engagement
of business in the fight against corruption – that is, the use of sanctions and
incentives. This approach is often referred to as ‘sticks and carrots’.
Increasing amounts are being written about measures companies can take
internally to counter corruption, such as establishing an anti-corruption ethics
and compliance programme. But the underlying motives are less elaborated. Are
companies doing this only because they are required to by law? Are they doing
this because it is the right thing to do? Or does it actually make good business
sense?
This session will show that in order to strengthen the motivation of companies
to engage in the fight against corruption, there is a need not only to underline
the moral case for companies to act as good corporate citizens, but it is equally
important to strengthen the business case for companies to counter corruption.
This can be done when companies’ external stakeholders apply a combined
approach of sanctions and incentives.
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Before entering the Siemens Legal Department in 2000, he was in private
practice as a lawyer. Klaus Moosmayer studied law at the University of Freiburg
in Germany and was trained as an army officer. He has published extensively
on compliance and white-collar crime topics – including compliance and anticorruption manuals for companies. He was appointed as the Anti-Corruption
Chair of the Business and Industry Advisory Committee at the OECD at the end
of 2013.
Compliance at Siemens – from Organizational Change to Integrity and
Collective Action
The lecture will touch upon compliance at Siemens, overall trends in corporate
compliance and recent developments of legal frameworks from a corporate
point of view. At Siemens the issue of compliance – the strict adherence
to all laws, regulations and our internal guidelines, in particular the Siemens
Business Conduct Guidelines – is the basis for all our decisions. Compliance is
not a programme - it is the way we conduct business - “Only clean business is
Siemens business”. The basis for building an effective compliance system is the
Compliance Risk Assessment.
The Siemens Compliance System is divided into three action levels: prevent,
detect, and respond. Besides company-wide efforts to implement compliance
policies in daily business, training of employees, and constant communication
on integrity by the company’s business leaders, Siemens is committed to
investigating possible misconduct and taking disciplinary measures in case of
violations. Within the wider sphere of influence, Siemens is engaged in various
multi-stakeholder initiatives aimed at jointly combating corruption in the markets
where Siemens conducts business (“Collective Acton”).
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DANIEL M.C. LI

ALINA MUNGIU-PIPPIDI

Daniel Li was a career officer with the Hong Kong Independent Commission
Against Corruption (ICAC) for over 35 years, responsible for the investigation of
bribery, fraud, and related crimes, as well as the prevention of corruption.

Alina Mungiu-Pippidi has taught Democratization and Policy Analysis at the Hertie
School of Governance since 2007. She chairs the European Research Centre for
Anti-Corruption and State Building and co-directs the five-year research project EU
FP7 ANTICORRP.

He retired in 2012 as the Deputy Commissioner and Head of Operations, and was
honoured for his distinguished and dedicated public service in bringing the corrupt
to justice. He graduated from the University of Hong Kong and went for higher
studies at the University of Minnesota during the 1970s.

Her research interests are in the area of Europeanization, state building, institutional
transformation, and development of modern governance.

Daniel Li is a member of the IACA International Academic Advisory Board and a
member of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission International Review Panel.

She is the author of: Ottomans into Europeans: State and Institution-building in
South Eastern Europe (2010), Nationalism After Communism: Lessons Learned
(2004), as well as of the policy reports: "Contextual Choices in Fighting Corruption:
Lessons Learned" (2011) and "Controlling Corruption in Europe" (2013).

Wisdom of the Past
Why is Corruption Still an Issue Today
This session re-visits the rampant corruption situation of Hong Kong in the
1960s and early 1970s to see how the then colonial government responded to
mass public outcry and the indignant populace’s demand to curb the problem.
From the Blair-Kerr reports, establishment of an independent agency, sweeping
enforcement actions targeting corrupt government officials, to police mutiny,
partial amnesty, and adjustment of the operational strategy to focus on private
sector corruption, the ICAC has come a long way in achieving success with its
three-pronged approach. The session will give an analytical account of the past
and review the impact of partial amnesty on subsequent civil service reform and
the society’s cultural transformation.
The Challenges of Today – Sustaining Political Will and Efforts
This second session examines the various challenges and constraints facing the
anti-corruption regime, from the behavioural, legal, and social to the economic
and political, and how the ICAC adjusts itself to cope with the call for changes,
illustrated by case studies. The session will evaluate the concept of independent
enforcement and the zero tolerance approach, and demonstrate how these values
could be eroded over time. The ultimate goal is having the political will to fight
corruption, not just stakeholders talking the job.
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What works in fighting corruption and what does not? In this presentation, Alina
Mungiu-Pippidi will argue that “interactions” are what matter. More specifically,
interactions between civil society, business, and regulatory mechanisms – this is
what produces real results.
She will argue that current anti-corruption strategies are not producing results
and that during the recent unprecedented global corruption crackdown,
“crony capitalism” has flourished. Recently published research from the FP7
ANTICORRP project shows that a top-down approach to fighting corruption is
not effective, and that a bottom-up approach, beginning with strengthening
civil society, is.
In countries where corruption is widespread, the spoliation of public resources
could be described as a pyramid, with people on top spoiling the most.
She will furthermore argue that those who care about promoting democracy
should invest in structuring the growing demand for new government, as
evidenced by democracy protests in Egypt, India, Ukraine, Turkey, and Brazil.
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IACSA
2014

THURSDAY
3 July 2014

FRIDAY
4 July 2014

SATURDAY
5 July 2014

SUNDAY
6 July 2014

MONDAY
7 July 2014

TUESDAY
8 July 2015

WEDNESDAY
9 July 2014

THURSDAY
10 July 2014

FRIDAY
11 July 2014

SATURDAY
12 July 2014

Topic
of the Day

Context

Themes, Trends

Psychology of
Dishonesty

Special Issues

Responses to Corruption

Responses to Corruption

Why is Corruption Still
an Issue Today

Corruption and Global
Issues

Closing Ceremony

07:00 - 08:00

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

08:30 - 10:00

Alan Doig

Michael Johnston

Martin Gill

Johannes Schnitzer

Smokin Wanjala

Daniel Li

Alina Mungiu-Pippidi

Mike Trigg

Free Time

10:00 - 10:30

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

10:30 - 12:00

Daniel Haeberlé

Michael Johnston

Martin Gill

Johannes Schnitzer

Smokin Wanjala

Daniel Li

Kathleen Kao

Clare Short

Closing Ceremony awarding of certificates
(formal dress)

12:00 - 13:30

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

13:30 - 15:00

Participants' Experience
Moderation: Alan Doig

Naser Al Sane

Michael Pedersen:
visioning workshop

Sven Biermann

Robert Klitgaard
(Overview)

Barnaby Pace

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Klaus Moosmayer

Panel Discussion with
Alina Mungiu-Pippidi
and Kathleen Kao
chaired by
Robert Klitgaard

Arrival

Registration
at the Hotel
15:00 - 15:30

15:30 - 17:00

17:00 - 17:30
17:30 - 18:00

Daniel Haeberlé

Registration at
the Academy

18:00 - 19:00

19:00 - 21:30
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Opening
Ceremony and
Welcome
Reception
(formal dress)

Naser Al Sane

Group Work

Group Work

Dinner

Dinner

Unoffical Get-together
at IACA
and
Corruption Quiz

Round Table
Corruption in Sport

Excursion
"Danube Region/
Wachau"
including dinner
(casual dress)

Michael Pedersen:
visioning workshop

Group Work

Group Work

Dinner

Free Time

Excursion
"Vienna/Vienna
International Center"
including dinner
(smart casual dress)

Departure

Group Work

Dinner
Sport Activities
&
Barbecue

Presentations of the
Group Work

Round Table
Corruption in Extractive
Industries

Free Time

Farewell Dinner
(smart casual dress/
national dress)
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Lectures
KATHLEEN KAO

ROBERT KLITGAARD

Kathleen Kao has a B.A. from the University of Texas and a J.D. from the University
of Texas School of Law.

Robert Klitgaard is a Professor at Claremont Graduate University, where he served
as the President from 2005 to 2009. He previously served as Dean of the Pardee
RAND Graduate School, where he was also the Ford Distinguished Professor of
International Development and Security. He has been a Professor of Economics at
the University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, Lester Crown Professor of Economics at
Yale’s School of Management, and Associate Professor of Public Policy at Harvard’s
John F. Kennedy School of Government, where he also served half-time as Special
Assistant to Harvard President Derek Bok.

She has been a member of the New York Bar since 2007. She is a Legal Analyst in
the Anti-Corruption Division of the OECD where her main area of responsibility
is the assessment of Member States’ implementation of the Anti-Bribery
Convention.
Previously, Kathleen Kao was a Legal Officer at the Special Court for Sierra
Leone. She has also worked in Dubai as a Legal Advisor/Project Manager in an
international consulting and development firm, in New York as an associate in
the white collar department of Dechert LLP, and in Arusha at the International
War Crimes Tribunal for Rwanda.
No Longer Business as Usual: The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention
The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention is a legally binding international treaty
focusing specifically on the offence of bribery by individuals or companies of
foreign officials in the conduct of international business. The 41 States Parties to
the Convention comprise the Working Group on Bribery (WGB), which conducts
peer reviews of each Member State.
The presentation will touch upon the economic effects of foreign bribery
on developed and developing countries alike, the primary provisions of the
Convention, why such an instrument is necessary in the context of international
business transactions, the principles underlying the WGB’s monitoring and
evaluation process, challenges and trends related to enforcement, and the
Convention’s impact on both member and non-member countries.
The presentation will draw from actual examples from country evaluations and
hypothetical case studies to illustrate the Convention’s provisions in practice.
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Robert Klitgaard has advised governments on economic strategy and institutional
reform, and his consulting work and research have taken him to more than 30
countries. He has been called “the world’s leading expert on corruption” (The
Christian Science Monitor). In recent years, he has served on the faculty of the World
Economic Forum, the editorial boards of the Journal of Economic Literature and
Theoria, and the Board of the International Development Evaluation Association.
Why Corruption Persists
At the end of his magisterial book Bribes (1985), John T. Noonan predicted that
systemic corruption would go the way of systemic slavery – from a way of life in
many parts of the world to something almost unthinkable. Alas, this transition has
not yet occurred. Why not?
This lecture reviews some of the quantitative evidence and some of the reasons
why corruption exists and why it abates when it does. Some “causes” of corruption
will never change; greed is like gravity. The challenge for policy and management
is to align incentives with duty and with societal goals. The good news is that we
are learning how to do this better, and the lecture will provide a couple of recent
examples. There are other promising developments. In almost every election
around the world, fighting corruption is a key issue. Business and civil society are
helping governments with “scorecards” that enhance accountability. New uses of
cell phones and the Internet are reducing corruption.
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MIKE TRIGG

CLARE SHORT

Mike Trigg is the Standard Chartered Group’s Head of Conduct Investigations
and Outreach. In this role, he overseas significant internal investigations across
the 70 countries in which Standard Chartered operates. He also leads the Group’s
interactions with external agencies on the development of conduct related
regulation, public policy, and industry standards. Through the Group’s sustainability
programmes, he has provided technical support on financial crime related issues
for regulators and other authorities.

Clare Short was elected Chair of the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
(EITI) at the EITI Global Conference in Paris in March 2011.

Mike Trigg is currently involved in a number of anti-corruption related initiatives,
including the UN Global Compact. He has over 30 years of experience in this
field. Before joining the Bank, he worked in forensic accounting and consulting
for Deloitte. He began his career in government service where he was involved
in a number of national and international initiatives to combat financial crime,
including the early development of the Financial Action Task Force and the creation
of the UK’s first National Criminal Intelligence Service.
Implementing an Effective Anti-Corruption Programme for a Global
Corporation
Positioned towards the end of the programme and drawing on many of the issues
discussed during the week, Mike Trigg will explain how a large international
corporation sets about designing, implementing, and maintaining an effective
global anti-corruption programme. The session will cover roles and responsibilities,
senior level governance arrangements, risk assessment processes, the development
and implementation of an appropriate policy and procedural framework, training
and employee awareness, and audit and monitoring for ongoing programme
assurance. There will be particular focus on the use of internal employee
whistleblowing systems.

Previously, she was the UK Secretary of State for International Development
(1997-2003), a position which she resigned from over the Iraq war.
Clare Short entered the House of Commons in 1983 an MP her native Birmingham
Ladywood. She was Shadow Minister for Women (1993-1995), Shadow Secretary
of State for Transport (1995-1996), and the Opposition spokesperson on Overseas
Development (1996-1997).
Since 2006, she has been a member of the Advocacy Panel of Cities Alliance, a
member of the Advisory Committee of International Lawyers for Africa, and a
Trustee of Africa Humanitarian Action.
EITI: An effective Mechanism for Improving Natural Resource Governance
The EITI applies a multi-stakeholder approach to improve natural resource
governance in 44 countries worldwide. The Hon Clare Short will explain how the
EITI works on the international as well as the national level.
She will elaborate on how the EITI has evolved from an initiative to the Standard
and what this means for international stakeholders and implementing countries.
The presentation will outline several examples of how countries are using the EITI
Standard to bring about reform in the sector.

He will also describe some of the practical challenges which have to be overcome
in designing a programme which, while built around globally consistent values and
standards, must be able to meet the differing requirements and expectations of
regulators and other authorities in multiple jurisdictions.
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BARNABY PACE
Barnaby Pace is a campaigner on the Global Witness’ Oil Team. He holds a Master’s
degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Warwick. Barnaby Pace
acted as a primary researcher for Shadow World: Inside the Global Arms Trade by
Andrew Feinstein; a ground breaking book on the arms trade and corruption.
Among other writing, he has contributed to How To Pay a Bribe: Thinking Like
a Criminal to Thwart Bribery Schemes (2014 edition), and co-authored the lead
chapter for 2011 SIPRI Yearbook. He has worked for a range of NGOs, new
organizations, and documentaries looking at subjects ranging from international
corruption and international security strategy to test cricket. He has been a member
of Campaign Against the Arms Trade’s Steering Committee since 2008 and is a
trustee for ForcesWatch.
Corruption in the Global Arms Trade
The global arms trade has been estimated to account for up to 40% of international
corruption. Whilst the exact amount is difficult to be certain of, the industry is
uniquely vulnerable to corruption, and the consequences of corruption in the arms
trade can be more deadly than in any other sector. This presentation will address
the fundamental reasons why the arms trade is prone to corruption with current
examples of corrupt arms deals used to illustrate the real life issues and effects of
corrupt arms deals.
The BAE Systems corruption scandal was both the UK’s greatest anti-bribery
enforcement failure and also one of the primary causes of the UK’s new bribery act.
However, around the world the company’s deals have wreaked havoc, whether
through the slow reinforcement of violent kleptocratic regimes or through the
impoverishment of developing nations where money was spent on unnecessary
arms instead of on urgent needs. Attempts to find accountability for these deals
and others still goes on.
The presentation will be followed by an exercise and discussion of what measures
can be taken in order to counter and mitigate corruption in the arms industry.
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Roundtable Discussions
Corruption in Sport
CHRIS EATON
Chris Eaton is Director of Sport Integrity at the International Centre for Sport
Security (ICSS). His main role is to promote integrity reform and support the
creation of international measures to combat integrity threats to sport. With
over 40 years’ experience in the field of international law enforcement, security,
and integrity, including senior roles at FIFA, INTERPOL, and the Australian
Federal Police, Chris Eaton is one of the leading international experts in sport
integrity and sports-results manipulation. He has spoken out against a number
of international issues, including match-fixing in English and African football
and the need for governmental involvement in sport integrity.

SYLVIA SCHENK
Sylvia Schenk is a lawyer in Frankfurt, Germany. She served as a judge at the Labor
Court (1979 – 1989) and a City Councilor in Frankfurt (1989 – 2001). Sylvia Schenk
was a national champion and Olympic athlete in the 800m race in 1972, and has
been a volunteer in national and international sport organizations since 1975. She
has served as President of German Cycling Federation (2001 – 2004), member of
the Management Committee of the International Cycling Union (2000 – 2005),
and Chair of Transparency Germany (2007 – 2010). Currently, she is Transparency
International’s Senior Advisor for Sport, a board member of the German Olympic
Academy, and an arbitrator at the Court of Arbitration for Sports in Lausanne.

MARTIN GILL (MODERATOR)
See p. 12
STEFAN KROISLEITNER
Stefan Kroisleitner has been a Project Coordinator at IACA since 2010. Having been
part of the Transition Team to set up IACA as an international organization, he has
been involved ever since in the development and implementation of numerous
anti-corruption trainings and events. Besides his academic background in
international business management, diplomacy, and international relations, he also
studied Sports Science. During his studies, he played semi-professional football in
Austria and Spain. Throughout his life, sports have been a part of his profession. He
combines his interests by focusing on corruption in sports and actively researches
related topics and engages his co-workers on the issues.
MICHAEL PEDERSEN
See p. 14
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Roundtable Discussions
Corruption in Extractive Industries
SUZANNE HAYDEN
Suzanne Hayden is the President of FTM Global Recovery and serves as an
Economics Crimes Advisor for the US Department of Treasury. Prior to her
current work, she was the Senior Advisor to the Dean at IACA. A prosecutor
for 30 years, Suzanne Hayden investigated and tried international organized
crime groups, narco-traffickers, and international money launders. She
was a prosecutor in the UN International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia, established its first financial investigations unit, and conducted
the financial investigation of Slobodan Milosevic. She has also investigated
and prosecuted crimes involving oil and gas fraud and worked in the oil and
coal industries.

IACSA 2014
MARINKE VAN RIET
Marinke van Riet joined the civil society movement Publish What You Pay
(PWYP) in August 2011 to take up the post of International Director based in
London. Prior to joining PWYP, Marinke worked at Marie Stopes International in
Madagascar and Ghana as well as in DRC, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Mali, Malawi,
Uganda, and Kenya, working for a microfinance institution and for a network
focusing on pro-poor transport policies and practices. Her interest in natural
resource governance stems from these cumulative experiences in Africa as in her
view, these countries would not be poor if they managed their natural wealth
reasonably and equitably.

MARTIN KREUTNER (MODERATOR)
Martin Kreutner is Dean of IACA. He was the Special Advisor to the Austrian
Minister of Interior (2010-2011) and the Director of the Austrian Federal Bureau
for Internal Affairs (2001–2010), a unit he was responsible for commissioning.
Among his functions, Martin Kreutner was President/Chair of the European
Partners against Corruption (EPAC/EACN) for nine years, serves on several
international boards, and acts as a senior consultant and peer reviewer for the
UN, Council of Europe, World Bank, and Transparency International. He regularly
lectures on anti-corruption, compliance, the rule of law, and international
(humanitarian) law at universities and organizations around the world.
BARNABY PACE
See p. 26
CLARE SHORT
See p. 25
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The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply any official endorsement or acceptance by the International Anti-Corruption Academy (IACA). No official endorsement or acceptance is implied with regard to the legal status of any
country, territory, city, or any area or its authorities, or with regard to the delimitation of frontiers or boundaries. This map was produced to the best of common knowledge.
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International Anti-Corruption Academy
IACA is an international organization which aims to substantially contribute to the
fight against corruption. Through education, research, and cooperation, it strives
to address shortcomings in knowledge and practice and empower professionals.
It also provides support and technical assistance for states, organizations,
corporations, and other stakeholders, and engages in structural reform.
The Academy offers a wide range of trainings and seminars on thematic issues, as
well as the world’s first Master in Anti-Corruption Studies programme. Tailor-made
trainings, adapted to the needs of a specific organization, company or group of
individuals, also form part of IACA’s curriculum, and are designed upon request.
Moreover, the institution provides opportunities for dialogue and networking and
engages in think-tank and benchmarking activities.

IACSA 2014
In providing education, training, and research, IACA draws on an unwavering
drive towards excellence, a spirit of innovation, and a commitment to rendering
itself accessible to participants from each corner of the globe.
The Academy is situated in Laxenburg, a small town neighbouring Vienna. Once
upon a time, Laxenburg had been frequented by the Austrian imperial court and
served as a summer residence for generations of aristocrats. Today, it offers a
reminiscing glimpse of this era.
The old imperial castle, parts of it dating back to the 13th century, and its vast
gardens and picturesque lake characterize Laxenburg. The town is also witness
to a number of palaces, the old railway station, and plenty of greenery for
recreation and relaxation.

In all its work, IACA pursues a holistic approach, which is:
ff International – observing regional diversity and servicing all corners of the
globe
ff Inter-disciplinary – providing know-how and expertise from various academic
and non-academic fields
ff Inter-sectoral – catering to all sectors of society
ff Integrative – bridging the gap between theory and practice by offering 		
theoretical and practical knowledge and tools
ff Sustainable – striving towards long-term and long-lasting solutions
IACA is an international organization as of 8 March 2011. Originally, it was initiated
by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), the European AntiFraud Office (OLAF), the Republic of Austria, and other stakeholders.
To date, its constituency includes 54 Parties and 53 Signatories. IACA is an observer
to the UN General Assembly and the Council of Europe’s Group of States against
Corruption (GRECO), and holds consultatory status with the UN Social and Economic
Council (ECOSOC). It cooperates with a large number of international bodies and
academic institutions in an effort to strengthen the global anti-corruption and
compliance cause.
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The Academy is set in the 17th century Palace Kaunitz-Wittgenstein. Legend
has it that Mozart’s symphonies once echoed through its chambers. The historic
building has passed through the hands of various nobles, served as a military
hospital, girls’ school, and community centre before finally passing to IACA.
In 2010, the historic building was renovated by the government of Lower Austria
and transformed into a modern facility, with its ancient charm preserved. The
historical layout of the palace was largely preserved, two elevators were added,
modern kitchens and a cafeteria installed, and the attic floor remodeled to create
19 bedrooms, two apartments, and a common area.
Its location outside Vienna’s metropolitan area creates the atmosphere of a
campus, providing for a conducive and calm learning environment. Today, the
campus is equipped with state-of-the art facilities. It hosts seminar rooms of
various sizes, all equipped with interactive smart boards, computers, and much
more.
For larger lectures and events, the ceremonial hall, which served as a ballroom
centuries ago, provides ample space. The campus also has a lounge and bar area,
resource centre, business centre, and vast park grounds.
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Siemens Integrity Initiative

IACSA 2014

The Siemens Integrity Initiative, which is part of the World Bank – AG Siemens
comprehensive settlement aims to support a mix of global, regional, and countryspecific projects of various sizes.

Ideally, such action should involve competitors, authorities, non-governmental
organizations (NGO), and other interest groups working jointly for the common
good. It is also crucial to examine the anti-trust aspects in each individual case.

In the face of the widespread and deep-rooted corruption problem that affects
society in general, governments and their procuring entities and the private sector
in equal measure, it seems highly unlikely that individual activities alone will be
sufficient to bring about significant ethical changes and improve the transparency
of business processes.

The International Anti-Corruption Summer Academy (IACSA) is supported by the
Siemens Integrity Initiative.

Collective action enables corruption to be fought collectively, with various interest
groups working together and building an alliance against corruption so that the
problem can be approached and resolved from multiple angles.
The ultimate aim of these joint efforts is to create fair and equal market conditions
– a “level playing field“ – for all market players, and to eliminate the temptations
of corruption for all of them.

In congruence with the international approach of IACA, students and participants
from all parts of the world should have the possibility to study and work at the
Academy.
In order to keep tuition fees affordable and to allow for the attendance of students
and participants who would otherwise not be able to, grants are provided.
As all other contributions to IACA, the Siemens donation follows IACA‘s strict
Policy on Contributions (see: www.iaca.int).

Collective action promotes a fair competitive situation in which a transparent
process exclusively based on market economic criteria such as quality, price,
innovation, and service ensures that the contract is awarded to the best bidder.
It prevents competition from being distorted and destroyed by corruption, and
ensures that companies acting honestly and morally are not disadvantaged.
The available methods range from integrity pacts for individual procurement
transactions to industry-specific codes of conduct and compliance pacts.
Furthermore, it promotes joint measures to be implemented as part of a long-term
initiative to raise a country‘s public awareness and tighten up its regulatory system
and procurement guidelines.
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International Anti-Corruption Summer Academy

IACSA 2014
CONTACT INFORMATION
For further information about IACSA, please refer to our website, www.iaca.int, or
write to iacsa@iaca.int.
Visit us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/IACA.Laxenburg
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The International Anti-Corruption Summer Academy is supported by
Siemens as part of the Siemens Integrity Initiative.
www.iaca.int

